Molecular biology of autism’s etiology – An alternative mechanism
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ABSTRACT

Autism is a neuropathologic condition believed to be the consequence of cerebral dysconnectivity. Hypomyelination of axons in brain nerve pathways parallels behavioral abnormalities characteristic of autism. The present discussion will examine the functional association of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1) to neuron myelination, especially in autistic children. These structural defects apparently correlate with a reduced level of circulating IGF. In addition, the potential connection of single nucleotide polymorphism to the etiology of autism is considered. Pharmaceutical and nutritional supplements that may enhance IGF1 to reduce the incidence of autism are proposed.

IGF1 and autism

A study was carried out on sick children visiting a hospital Emergency Room [1]. Those children who were deemed candidates for lumbar puncture for various medical reasons had a portion of the collected spinal fluid tested for IGF as well. In the age range 1–4 years, levels of IGF1 in the CSF of autistic children were found to be consistently lower than that of neurologically normal children. In both groups, the IGF1 levels remained about the same from age 1 year until after 4. Girls characteristically have higher serum IGF1 levels than boys within a given age group, although males overall have autism four times as often as females in the same period [2,3].

Several studies have supported the proposed connection between IGF1 and normal neural function involving the myelination process [2]. In knockout laboratory test animals with reduced IGF1, myelin thickness and impulse velocity are decreased [4]. Biopsies from the brains of autistic humans exhibit thinner myelin layers than non-autistic individuals [5]. Autopsied corpus callosum from autistic patients has revealed changes consistent with immature myelin development [6]. This has also been observed in MRI brain evaluations of the white matter [7].

Translation of IGF1

In humans, insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1) biosynthesis is encoded on chromosome #12 bearing six exons [8]. There are at least two promoters regulating this gene transcription. Since IGF1 is not readily transported across the blood-brain barrier, the CNS must largely manifest its own synthetic capability. For example, the Purkinje cell has a high level of IGF1 mRNA until maturation peaks. Also, peripheral brain capillaries in humans have binding sites specific for IGF1 which can accomplish secondary passage of the growth factor.

Insulin-like growth factor-1 is a 70-unit polypeptide chain with three disulfide bonds between residues and a molecular weight of 7649 Daltons [9]. In the blood, 98% is joined to one of seven IGF-binding regulatory proteins (IGFBP1–7) and to acid-labile subunit ALS [10]. At the cellular level, free IGF1 adheres to cell membrane-bound tyrosine kinase surface receptors (IGFR) [11]. Signal transduction is routinely executed by the factors in the transcellular chain [12,13]: IGF1/IGFR/IRS1/P3K/AKT/mTOR.

The serum level of IGF1 is an indicator of overall availability of this growth factor. In healthy adults, the apparent half-life of serum IGF1 is 10–12 min and that of the carrier protein-bound polypeptide is 20–30 min [14]. The typical total production rate of IGF1 is calculated as 10 mg per day.

The component directly activating oligodendrocyte-based myelino genesis is myelin regulatory factor (MYRF), supported by IGF1 [15]. IGF2 and insulin can also stimulate this action but to a lesser extent. Before birth, the main locus of IGF1 synthesis is the placenta; post-partum, the primary site is the liver for general distribution, although many other cells in the body can produce it locally as well. Growth hormone (GH) from the pituitary gland is the main postpartum control of IGF production via hepatic stimulation. The level of IGF1 is dependent on dietary intake, pituitary hormone status, age, body mass index, and genetic make-up.

In summary, myelino genesis is promoted by IGF1. This biochemical messenger directs the differentiation of progenitor cells into oligodendrocytes, ultimately the key producer of myelin [16].
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Biosynthesis of myelin

The axons of many neurons in the central nervous system (CNS) are shielded with myelin [2]. This covering material insulates the neuronal axons, accelerates the passage of nerve impulses from source to objective, and sustains the functional pathways of the neurons. In this manner, dysconnectivity in the brain is minimized [17]. The increased velocity over myelinated axons is due to reduced ion leakage, improved synaptic function, saltatory impulse movement, and decreased cell membrane capacitance [18].

Two-thirds of all the axons in the body are unmyelinated. Such axons have radii of 0.05–0.6 μm and conduction speeds of 1.8–5 μm/s, where a is the axonal radius. In contrast, myelinated axons typically have overall radii of 0.5–10 μm and conduction speeds of 12(a + b), where b is the myelin sheath thickness. A typical adult brain has about 100 billion neurons [19].

Myelin sheaths are composed of 80% lipid and 20% protein [20]. The primary protein components are proteolipid protein (PLP), 2′3′-cyclic nucleotide-3′-phosphodiesterase (CNP), myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG), and myelin basic protein (MBP). Aggregate cultures from fetal rat brain treated with IGF show marked increases of CNP and oligodendrocytes [21,22]. The emergence of enhanced MBP can also serve as a marker for this transition [23].

Myelination of new neurons in the CNS of the human fetus begins in 24–25 weeks post-conception [24]. The rate peaks at 1-year postpartum and tapers off gradually until about 25–30 years of life. Oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) arise from pluripotent cells in neurogenesis [25]. OPCs are highly migratory, proliferative, hardy, and vigorously myelogenic. However, if the level of IGF1 is reduced, the differentiation of OPCs to generate functional oligodendrocytes is diminished and rapid death of OPCs ensues [26]. Oligodendrocyte loss results in demyelination [27]. This can lead to impaired neurologic functions such as those changes seen in multiple sclerosis and autism.

In the CNS, functional oligodendrocytes, a type of neuroglia, can each be linked to as many as 50 axons for the purpose of creating and maintaining myelogenesis [16]. In the fetal brain, the first wave of OPC formation occurs in the medial ganglionic eminence; the second wave develops in the medial forebrain; and the third wave, near the time of birth, extends from the dorsal and outer subventricular zones. The dysconnectivity characteristic of autism typically affects the posterior-to-anterior neural pathways, among others, in the brain [17].

Detection of autism potential

As of now, autism is largely an irreversible condition once it is overtly evident through psychological testing. In some cases, autism spectrum disorder (ASD) symptoms may improve to some degree with early psychotherapeutic intervention. The behavior traits characteristic of autism are believed to be the result of brain dysconnectivity developed during the infantile and early childhood years [17,28–33]. ELISA detection of deficient serum IGF1 in umbilical cord blood at delivery, for example, may allow early initiation of supplementation to minimize subsequent development of primary symptoms of autism. Antepartum cordocentesis could potentially be employed in highly suspicious cases, especially in gravid women with one or more prior affected offspring.

Multiple SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) have been identified in various conditions. In particular, polymorphic IRS1 (rs1801123) reduces the translation of IGF1 (see pathway above). Allele frequency analysis determined a statistically significant association between this SNP and autism [34]. Deficiency of IGF1 is often associated with enhanced autism potential in young children. This shortage could be alleviated by breast-feeding, vitamin D supplement, or parenteral/oral provision of (Des)IGF or IGF1, thereby avoiding this malady at a later age [35–41]. Study of the genotypes and allele distributions of rs878960 polymorphism can distinguish severe from mild/moderate autism groups as well [42]. Thus, the SNP-created reduction in IGF1 expression in the neonate causes inadequate neuronal myelination. As a consequence, altered brain circuitry produces permanent cephalic disarray, resulting in the characteristic behavioral challenges of autism. To varying degrees, the SNPs discussed here reduce, but do not totally eliminate, the influence of IGF1. This is consistent with the broad range and degree of signs/symptoms found commonly within autism spectrum disorder (ASD) cases.

Autism biomarkers

To date, no major genetic mutation has been identified in the preponderance of studied classical autism cases. This would preclude such conditions as Rett Syndrome and Fragile X which resemble autism in only some physiological and psychosocial characteristics, and occur much less frequently. Whereas individuals with Rett Syndrome are characterized by microcephaly, frontal cortex pathology, occurrence almost exclusively in females, and cholinergic neuron dysfunction, classical autism is contrariwise in these features [43]. Furthermore, in Rett Syndrome cases, a specific mutation (MECP2) is typically present, whereas this genetic anomaly is found in only about 1% of autism occurrences [44].

The present report has enumerated biochemical features of true autistic cases which distinguish them from less common disorders bearing some, but not all, analogous characteristics. One or more early warning biomarkers detected at birth (or earlier) could be anticipatory for the later appearance of authentic autistic disease [41,45]:

1) Deficient serum IGF1
2) Anti-myelin basic protein
3) Elevated serotonin
4) Single nucleotide polymorphism rs1801123; or
5) Single nucleotide polymorphism rs878960.

Such timely detection could conceivably allow prompt correction of the biochemical fault(s) before permanent neuro-psychological abnormalities appear.

Reduction of autism potential

Using this information, it may be possible to reduce or eliminate the appearance of autism in babies. Plausible preventive treatments include:

1) Human breast milk contains a high level of IGF1. Children breast-fed exclusively for the first several months of life present a significantly lower incidence of autism than those fed bovine milk or formula [35,36].
2) Oral supplementation of vitamin D increases the circulating level of IGF1 significantly [37–39]. Gravid women who were deficient in vitamin D at mid-gestation were twice as likely to deliver children who eventually developed autism than those who were normal in this nutrient. The recurrence rate of producing autistic children in mothers who already have affected offspring is 20%. In a successive pregnancy, where the mother was given vitamin D supplement during the gestation and the neonate was fed the same vitamin postpartum, only 5% of the new babies were autistic.

Conclusions

Since the initial psychological report by Leo Kanner in 1943 [46], relatively little formal biochemical/neurological research on the cause of autism had been carried out until the end of the 20th century. As a result of studies of autism in twin sets, numerous investigations have addressed possible genetic abnormalities, in particular [47]. However,
researches into cases of classical autism accompanied by major genomic mutations can deduce a plausible etiology in only a small percentage of instances.

Key bio-molecular characteristics of this neurologic syndrome have since been uncovered. Findings related to biochemical deficiencies appearing early in the newborn, such as depressed IGFI in neurogenesis, are being emphasized. Progress leading to timely diagnosis and subsequent prevention of CNS dysconnectivity seems plausible. The tendency for an infant to develop autism may now be determinable and preventable before irreversible psychosocial disturbances become established.
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